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Alignments

- Refers to:
. the Process (algorithm) and,
. the Representation of its result 

- Match, mismatch, gap [open, extension, 
penalties], scoring

- Conservation, consensus, occupancy

- Similarity, Identity

- Families, domains

- Function



  

Alignments
- Utility:

- Relations between sequences: functionality, 
philogeny, evolutionary history

- Variation: polimorphism, pathogenicity.

- MSA is based on Pairwise alignment (PA)
. but...“PAs whispers… M(S)As shouts out loud” 

(Hubbard et al., 1996)

- Manual MSA is tedious

- Sequences must be of similar length (except if 
looking for domain sharing) and composition.

- There is no unique MSA result. Scoring algorithms 
provide methods to compare alignments.
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Scoring matrices for DNA sequences



  

DNA MSA for evolutionary history, 
Protein MSA for functional relationship



  

Simililarity (: / .) in aminocids based on 
physicochemical properties...



  

      …but, in fact, the used substitution matrices
are made by analyzing the observed frequencies of 
substitutions in families of similar proteins.



  

              Which matrix to choose? 

It depends on how distant are your sequences each other...

sss



  

              Global and Local Alignment

Global Alignment

- Attemps to match as much of the sequence (heat-to-tail) as possible
- Recommended for suspected similar sequences in composition and length 
- Main algorithm: Needleman-Wunsch (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/)

Local Alignment

- Try to find the regions with highest density of matches (best matching subsequences) 
- Suitable for aligning more divergent or distant related sequences (often different lengths)
- Main algorithm: Smith-Waterman (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_water/)

Both of them, Needleman-Wunsch (NW) and Smith-Waterman (SW) use a technique 
named Dynamic Programming, that assures to get highest-ranked alignments

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_water/


  

Exhaustive (brute-force) search:

ATGGCCCTGTGGATGCGCCT
CTGGTGCTGAGGTTGCGCTT

Pairwise alignment: reaching an optimal solution:

L=20

3^L^2 = 3^20^2 = 7·10^190

Dynamic programming (DP): 3·L^2 = 3·20^2 = 1200

Computational Complexity (~time of processing)

MSA scales one dimension (3D scoring matrix) and even 
the DP is not enough to reach an optimal alignment in a 
reasonable time

MSA uses heuristics (sometimes combined with DP) to 
reach an approximate-to-optimal (good) solution. 



  

Heuristics (Progressive method)

- best scored 
pairwise 
alignments



  

Heuristics (Progressive method)

- k-mers 
(“words”) 
shared

K-mers s1



  

Heuristics (Progressive method)



  

Heuristics (Progressive method)



  

Heuristics (Progressive method)



  

Heuristics (Progressive method)



  

Guide tree is crucial...

More algorithms/methods have been developed: Iterative, 
HMM, Consistency, etc… to make improvements

Notredame, C et al (2000)



  

MSA tools we use
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/


  

Which is faster?

“One can see that for 100 sequences, default MAFFT is faster than default 
Clustal Omega and default MUSCLE. MUSCLE has a higher speed option, which ‐
employs a smaller number of refinements than the default (two as opposed to 16). 
For 100 sequences this option is faster than Clustal Omega, but still not as fast as 
default MAFFT. However, as the number of sequences is increased to around 
2000, Clustal Omega overtakes the high speed MUSCLE version, and for around 

10,000–20,000 sequences, overtakes default MAFFT. “

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/pro.3290

Well, it is not an easy question. It depends on the tool, 
tool algorithm(1) and version, the parameters, how 
many/how long are the sequences...

(1) e.g. In MAFFT there 
are very different 
algorithms available:

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/pro.3290


  

Let’s Find (Ctrl+F) in JalView this motif in 
the alignments of coronaviruses 
genomes (exercise 4) and (PRRA) in the 
S Proteins (exercise 5): 

 - Which genomes or S proteins carry the 
motif (DNA: CCTCGGCGGGCA, S 
proteins: PRRA)?

 - Based on the MAFFT alignments: 
which look to have some “similar” motif 
(which ones show a gap in this zone)?
 



  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7194065/ (Hoffmann et al, 2020)

Betacovs not infecting 
human
(plus SARS_Cov_2)

Betacovs infecting Human

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7194065/
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